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Abstract
We revisit the exact microscopic equations (in differential, and equivalent integral
form) ruling a relativistic cold plasma after the plane-wave Ansatz, without custom-
ary approximations. We show that in the Eulerian description the motion of a very
diluted plasma initially at rest and excited by an arbitrary transverse plane electro-
magnetic travelling-wave has a very simple and explicit dependence on the transverse
electromagnetic potential; for a non-zero density plasma the above motion is a good
approximation of the real one as long as the back-reaction of the charges on the elec-
tromagnetic field can be neglected, i.e. for a time lapse decreasing with the plasma
density, and can be used as initial step in an iterative resolution scheme.
As one of many possible applications, we use these results to describe how the
ponderomotive force of a very intense and short plane laser pulse hitting normally the
surface of a plasma boosts the surface electrons into the ion background. Because
of this penetration the electrons are then pulled back by the electric force exerted
by the ions and may leave the plasma with high energy in the direction opposite to
that of propagation of the pulse [G. Fiore, R. Fedele, U. De Angelis, The slingshot
effect: a possible new laser-driven high energy acceleration mechanism for electrons,
arXiv:1309.1400].
1 Introduction
Consider a charged test particle initially at rest. The solution x(t,X) of its equation of
motion under the action of a given electromagnetic (EM) field is a function of the time t
and of the initial position X. By definition a charged test particle has such a small electric
charge that its influence on the EM field can be neglected. This is of course an idealization
of real particles, but actually an extremely good one for microscopic particles (electrons,
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ions, etc) under the action of macroscopic EM fields. If we imagine to fill at the initial
time a region B with a “very diluted” fluid of test particles of the same kind at rest, then
the function x(t,X) will describe the motion of such a fluid under the action of the given
EM field. X ∈ B will be used as a label to distinguish the single particles composing the
fluid (Lagrangian description): x(t,X) [more generally, a function f˜(t,X))] will give the
position (more generally, the fluid observable f) at time t of the particle (or better, fluid
element) initially located at X. By definition, the fluid just described will have zero density
and be initially at rest; this motivates us in the first place to study its equation of motion
in a given (necessarily free) EM field. If the free EM field is an arbitrary transverse plane
travelling-wave with a (whether smooth or sharp) front, then the solution has a very simple
expression (subsection 2.3) in terms of the EM field (it is completely explicit apart from
the inversion of a strictly increasing function Ξ(ξ) of one variable ξ). We prove this result
going from the Lagrangian to the Eulerian description, and back. The motion of a single
test particle with non-zero initial velocity is obtained from that with zero initial velocity by
a suitable Poincare´ transformation. These results agree with the motion (in implicit form) of
the particle obtained by resolution of its Hamilton-Jacobi equation [2] (see e.g. also [3, 4]).
One can combine several such fluids into a cold plasma, and ask whether and how well
these zero-density solutions approximate the solutions of the (coupled) Lorentz-Maxwell and
continuity equations (subsection 2.1) for non-zero densities with the same plane symmetry
and asymptotic conditions (subsection 2.2). In section 3 in full generality we solve for
the longitudinal electric field in terms of the longitudinal coordinates of the particles and
formulate integral equations equivalent to the remaining differential equations. In [5] we will
discuss a recursive resolution scheme for these integral equations in which the zero-density
solutions play the role of lowest order approximations. In section 4 we just determine the
first correction for a EM wave hitting a step-shaped density plasma and show for how long
this correction is small. As an illustration, in section 4.1 we use these results to determine
conditions under which the slingshot effect [1] may occur.
Up to section 3 no role is played by Fourier analysis and related methods/notions, such
as the Slowly Varying Amplitude Approximation [6, 7, 8], (frequency-dependent) refractive
indices [9, 10], etc. Our scope here is to derive from the basic microscopic equations some
general results which can be used, at least for a limited time lapse, also in the presence of
very intense EM waves with completely arbitrary profile (we do not assume existence of a
carrier frequency nor of a slowly varying envelope amplitude), when the methods mentioned
above become inadequate. These conditions, which involve fast and highly nonlinear effects,
characterize important plasma phenomena in current laboratory research on laser-plasma
interactions, such as Laser Wake Field excitations and acceleration [11, 12, 13] (with external
[14] or self injection [15]; for a short list of their applications see also the introduction of[16]),
especially in the bubble (or blowout) regime [17, 18, 19], or the propagation of intense laser
beams through overdense plasmas [20, 21], etc. (see e.g. [22]). Only in section 4 we specialize
calculations to a very intense laser pulse with a (not so slowly) varying envelope.
2
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Cold plasma equations
We first recall the basic plasma equations and some basic facts about fluid mechanics, while
fixing the notation. We consider a collisionless plasma composed by k ≥ 2 types of charged
particles (electrons, ions of various kinds, etc). For h = 1, ..., k we denote by mh, qh the
rest mass and charge of the h-th type of particle, by vh(x, ct), nh(x, ct) respectively the
3-velocity and the density (number of particles - treated as usual as a continuous rather
than an integer-valued variable - per unit volume) of the corresponding fluid element located
in position x at time t (c is the light velocity). It is convenient to formulate the equations
in terms of dimensionless unknowns like βh :=vh/c, γh :=1/
√
1−β2h, the 4-velocity of the
h-th type of particle (uµh) := (γh, γhβh). The latter is normalized, u
µ
huhµ = 1 (indices are
raised and lowered by the Minkowski metric ηµν =η
µν , with η00 =1, η11 =−1, etc.), implying
γh = u
0
h =
√
1+u2h, βh = uh/γh; u
µ
h is essentially the 4-momentum (p
µ
h) = (p
0
h,ph) of the
h-th type of particles made dimensionless by dividing by the appropriate powers of mh, c:
γh=u
0
h=p
0
h/mhc
2, uh=ph/mhc. The 4-vector current density (j
µ) = (j0, j) is now given
by j0 =
∑k
h=1 qhnh, j=
∑k
h=1 qhnhvh/c=
∑k
h=1 qhnhβh.
We use the CGS system. As usual, we denote by (Aµ) = (A0,A) the electromagnetic
potential, by F µν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ the electromagnetic field, where x = (xµ) = (x0,x) =
(ct,x), (∂µ) ≡ (∂/∂xµ) = (∂0,∇). We start from the explicitly Lorentz-covariant formulation
of the Maxwell’s equations and of the Lorentz equations of motion of the collisionless fluids:
Aν − ∂ν(∂µAµ) = ∂µF µν = 4pijν , (1)
−qhuhµF µν = mhc2uhµ∂µuνh h = 1, ..., k; (2)
the unknowns are Aµ, nh,uh, h = 1, ..., k. [As known, the component ν = 0 of (2) is not
independent of the other ones; it can be obtained contracting the components ν = l = 1, 2, 3
with ulh and using the definitions above]. Dividing the components ν = l by γh and using
the definitions El = F l0 = −∂0Al − ∂lA0, Bl = −12εlknF kn = εlkn∂kAn of the electric and
magnetic field one obtains the equivalent, familiar 3-vector formulation of (2)
qh
(
E +
vh
c
∧B
)
= ∂tph + vh · ∇ph = dph
dt
, ph = mhγhvh. (3)
In the second equality we have used the relation between the total (or material) derivative
d
dt
for the h-th type of particle and ∂µ, vh:
d
dt
:= ∂t+v
l
h∂l ⇔
d
dx0
:= ∂0+β
l
h∂l =
uµh
γh
∂µ. (4)
Eq. (2) are formulated in the Eulerian description: the volume element of the h-th fluid is
labelled by its position x at time x0 = ct, and all the observables are described as functions
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of (x0,x). Given an observable fh(x
0,x) of the h-th fluid in the Eulerian description, it is
related to its Lagrangian counterpart f˜h(x
0,X) by
f˜h(x
0,X) = fh[x
0,xh(x
0,X)] ⇔ fh(x0,x) = f˜h[x0,Xh(x, x0)]; (5)
here xh(x
0,X) is the position at time x0 = ct of the h-th fluid element initially located
in X, and Xh(x
0,x) is its inverse (for fixed x0), i.e. the initial position of the h-th fluid
element located in x at time x0 = ct; by construction Xh(X
0,x) = x. The correspondences
xh(x
0, ·) : X 7→ x and Xh(x0, ·) : x 7→ X are required to be one-to-one and to have
continuous first derivatives (so the Jacobian J˜h := det ‖∂xh∂X ‖ as well as its inverse never vanish
and reduce to 1 at x0 = X0) and continuous second derivatives with respect to time (at least
piecewise). Clearly, Jh = det
−1 ‖∂Xh
∂x
‖. By construction, fh(X0,x) = f˜h(X0,x) =: f˜h0(x),
where X0 is the initial time. In the Lagrangian and Eulerian description the conservation
of the number of particles of the h-th fluid in each material volume element of volume d3x
respectively amounts to
n˜h(x
0,X)J˜h(x
0,X) = n˜h0(X) ⇔ nh(x0,x)Jh(x0,x)h0(x0,x). (6)
n˜h0 is n˜h evaluated at the time x
0 = X0; it is part of the initial data. As known, d
dt
becomes
the partial derivative ∂t (or equivalently,
d
dx0
becomes ∂0) when going from the Eulerian to
the Lagrangian description. The continuity equation of the h-th fluid follows from (6) and
∂0n˜h0 = 0, and reads
∂0(n˜hJ˜h) = 0, ⇔ dnh
dx0
+nh∇·βh = ∂0nh+∇·(nhβh) = 0. (7)
The equivalence in (7) is based on the well-known identity dJh
dx0
= Jh∇·βh. Eq. (1) implies
the electric current conservation law ∂µj
µ = 0, what makes one of the k conservation laws
(7) redundant. From the definition v˜h(ct,X) := ∂txh(ct,X), or equivalently β˜h(x
0,X) :=
∂0xh(x
0,X), it follows that if the function βh(x
0,x) is known one can determine the maps
xh : X 7→ x by solving the Cauchy problems
∂0xh(x
0,X) = βh
[
x0,xh(x
0,X)
]
(8)
with initial conditions xh(X
0,X)=X. If all the observables fh admit for all x finite limits
limx0→−∞ fh(x0,x) =: f˜h0(x) and in particular β˜h0(x)≡0, then one may use also X0 =−∞
as ‘initial’ time, and as ‘initial’ conditions the corresponding asymptotic ones, e.g. for each
X the condition xh(x
0,X)→X as x0→−∞ to complement (8).
2.2 Cold plasma equations for plane waves with a front
Henceforth we restrict our attention to solutions of (1-3), (6-8) such that for all h:
Aµ, nh,uh depend only on z≡x3, x0 (plane wave Ansatz), (9)
Aµ(x0, z)=0, uh(x
0, z)=0, if x0≤z,
∃ n˜h0(z) such that
k∑
h=1
qhn˜h0≡0, nh(x0, z)= n˜h0(z) if x0≤z.
(10)
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These equations (which entail a partial gauge-fixing1) imply
B=B⊥= zˆ∧∂zA⊥, E⊥=−∂0A⊥, (11)
E(x0, z) = B(x0, z) = 0 xh(x
0,x) = x if x0 ≤ z, (12)
and are fulfilled, after a suitable z-translation, by any plasma initially neutral and at equi-
librium with purely z-dependent densities n˜h0(z) in a zero electromagnetic field and then
reached by a purely transverse electromagnetic wave (with a front) propagating from infin-
ity in the positive z direction. Of course, our results will be applicable also if conditions
(9-10) can be achieved by a Poincare´ transformation. Equations (10)3, (12)2 trivially imply
nh(−∞, Z) = n˜h0(Z), xh(−∞,X) = X. Therefore we can adopt also the configuration
of the plasma at the ‘initial’ time X0 =−∞ as a reference configuration in the Lagrangian
description.
A⊥ has become a physical observable, as it can be recovered from E⊥ integrating
(11)1 with respect to x
0 at fixed z and exploiting (10): −A⊥(x0, z) = ∫ x0
z
dx0′E⊥(x0′, z) =∫ x0
−∞dx
0′E⊥(x0′, z).
Eq. (2)ν=x,y implies
uµh∂µ
(
mhc
2u⊥h+qhA
⊥)=γhd(mhc2u⊥h+qhA⊥)
dx0
=0;
in the Lagrangian description this becomes ∂0(mhc
2u˜⊥h+qhA˜
⊥) = 0, implying that mhc
2u˜⊥h+
qhA˜
⊥ = C(X) =const with respect to x0; by (10) C(X) ≡ 0. Thus one obtains the known
result
u˜⊥h =
−qh
mhc2
A˜⊥ ⇔ u⊥h =
−qh
mhc2
A⊥, (13)
which explicitly gives u⊥h in terms of A
⊥. Eq. (1) and the remaining (2) become
(1)ν=0 : ∂zE
z = 4pi
k∑
h=1
qhnh, (14)
(1)ν=z : ∂0E
z = −4pi
c
k∑
h=1
qhnhv
z
h = −4pi
k∑
h=1
qhnhβ
z
h, (15)
(1)ν=x,y :
(
∂20−∂2z
)
A⊥−4pi
k∑
h=1
qhnhβ
⊥
h
(13)
=
[
∂20−∂2z
]
A⊥+
4pi
c2
[
k∑
h=1
q2hnh
mhγh
]
A⊥= 0, (16)
(2)ν=0 : mhc
2uµh∂µγh−qhuzhEz+qhu⊥h · ∂0A⊥
(4),(13)
= mhc
2γh
dγh
dx0
−qhuzhEz
1The class of Aµ depending only on z, x0 is invariant only under gauge transformations Aµ→Aµ+∂µΛ
with Λ depending only on z, x0. No further gauge-fixing is done in this section, so our results are invariant
under the latter transformations. Among the possible choices in the class there is the Coulomb gauge, which
satisfies in addition the condition ∂zA
z = 0.
5
− q
2
h
mhc2
A⊥ ·∂0A⊥ = 0, ⇔ dγh
dx0
− qhu
z
hE
z
mhc2γh
− q
2
h∂0(A
⊥)2
2γhm2hc
4
= 0 (17)
(2)ν=z : mhc
2uµh∂µu
z
h−qhγhEz−qhu⊥h · ∂zA⊥
(4),(13)
= γh
(
mhc
2du
z
h
dx0
−qhEz
)
+
q2h
mhc2
A⊥ ·∂zA⊥ = 0, ⇔ du
z
h
dx0
− qhE
z
mhc2
+
q2h∂z(A
⊥)2
2γhm2hc
4
= 0 (18)
The independent unknowns in (14-18) are A⊥, uzh, E
z, all observables. We neither need nor
care to determine A0, Az such that Ez=−∂0Az−∂zA0 by completing the gauge-fixing.
The invertibility of xh : X 7→ x for each fixed x0 amounts to zh(x0, Z) being strictly
increasing with respect to Z ≡ X3 for each fixed x0. We shall abbreviate Zh ≡ X3h. Eq. (6)
becomes
n˜h(x
0, Z) ∂Zzh(x
0, Z) = n˜h0(Z), ⇔ nh = nh0 ∂zZh. (19)
∂0Z = 0 in the Eulerian description becomes
dZh
dx0
= ∂0Zh + β
z
h∂zZh = 0, which by (19)
implies
nh0 ∂0Zh+nhβ
z
h = 0. (20)
2.3 The zero-density solutions
Here we determine plane wave solutions with all nh≡0: the electromagnetic field affects the
evolution of the uh, while the plasma does not affect the evolution of the field.
Clearly, nh≡0 for all h fulfills (19) and implies jµ≡0, whereby equations (14-16) become
∂zE
z = 0, ∂0E
z = 0,
(
∂20 − ∂2z
)
A⊥ = 0 (21)
(Maxwell equations in vacuum). The general solution fulfilling (10) has the form
Ez ≡ 0, A⊥(x0, z) = α⊥(x0−z), (22)
with some function α⊥(ξ) such that α⊥(ξ)=0 if ξ≤0; this implies E⊥(x0, z) = ⊥(x0−z), with
⊥(ξ) :=−α⊥′(ξ). Viceversa, given ⊥(ξ) such that ⊥(ξ)=0 if ξ≤0, it is α⊥(ξ)=−∫ ξ−∞dξ′⊥(ξ′).
Now we prove that for any α⊥(ξ) ∈ C2(R,R2) such that α⊥(ξ) = 0 if ξ ≤ 0 the functions
A⊥(x)=α⊥(ξ), ξ:=x0−z, nh≡0, Ez=Ez(0):=0,
u⊥h (x)=u
⊥(0)
h (ξ) :=
−qh
mhc2
α⊥(ξ), uzh=u
z(0)
h :=
1
2
u⊥(0)h
2, γh=γ
(0)
h := 1 +u
z(0)
h ,
(23)
which depend on x only through ξ, solve (13-18) and (10). In fact, the difference of eqs.
(17-18) gives the equivalent equation
d(γh − uzh)
dx0
=
q2h
2m2hc
4γh
(∂0 + ∂z)A
⊥2− γh−u
z
h
γh
qhE
z
mhc2
(24)
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[recall that (2) had only 3 independent components]. Both terms at the right-hand side (rhs)
vanish by (22), i.e. by (23)1,3, as (∂z+∂0)α
⊥2 = 0; hence,
d(γh−uzh)
dx0
= 0, or, in Lagrangian
notation, ∂0(γ˜h− u˜zh) = 0. The latter equation is solved by γ˜h− u˜zh = C(X) =const with
respect to x0; C(X)=1 by (10). This gives (23)6. Eq. (23)5 follows from
1+u2h = γ
2
h
(23)6
= (1+uzh)
2.
We have already proved that (23)1−3 solve (14-16) and (19). By (23)1, (23)4 solves (13) .
Eq. (23) describe travelling-waves moving in the positive z direction (forward waves) with
phase velocity equal to the velocity of light c. They are determined solely by the propagating
electromagnetic potential α⊥.
Remarks 1. If E⊥ is linearly polarized in the x-direction all particles’ motions will
be parallel to the xz plane; if it is approximately periodic with zero mean, the transverse
motions will approximately average to zero. On the other hand, at no time any particle can
move in the negative z-direction because uz(0)h , β
z(0)
h are nonnegative-definite; the latter are
the result of the acceleration by the ponderomotive force. The direction of the 3-velocity βh
(and vh) of the h-th fluid approaches the xy plane as |α⊥| or |qh|mh decreases, and approaches
that of the z-axis as |α⊥| or |qh|
mh
grows, since
βz(0)h =
u⊥(0)h
2
2+u⊥(0)h
2
, β⊥(0)h =
2u⊥(0)h
2+u⊥(0)h
2
, ⇒ |β
⊥(0)
h |
|βz(0)h |
=
2
|u⊥(0)h |
=
2mhc
2
|qhα⊥| , (25)
In (23) the assumption α⊥(ξ) ∈ C2(R,R2) just guarantees that ∂20A⊥, ∂2zA⊥ are sepa-
rately well-defined (and equal to each other). Assuming less regularity for α⊥(ξ) leads to
weak solutions; in particular one can consider α⊥(ξ) ∈ C(R,R2) with α⊥′= ⊥ defined and
continuous everywhere except in a finite number of points of finite discontinuities (e.g. at
the wavefront). Apart from α⊥(ξ) = 0 if ξ ≤ 0, the profile of α⊥(ξ) is completely arbitrary.
Let us introduce the following primitives of u(0)h , γ
(0)
h :
Yh(ξ) :=
∫ ξ
0
dξ′ u(0)h (ξ
′), Ξh(ξ) :=
∫ ξ
0
dξ′ γ(0)h (ξ
′)=ξ+Y 3h (ξ). (26)
As uz(0)h ≥0, Y 3h (ξ) is increasing, Ξh(ξ) is strictly increasing, therefore invertible.
Proposition 1 Choosing uh ≡ u(0)h , the solution x(0)h (x0,X) of the ODE (8) with the
asymptotic condition xh(x
0,X)=X for x0≤Z, and (for fixed x0) its inverse X (0)h (x0,x)
are given by:
z(0)h (x
0, Z) = x0−Ξ−1h (x0−Z) ,
Z(0)h (x
0, z) = x0−Ξh(x0−z) = z−Y 3h (x0−z),
x⊥(0)h (x
0,X) = X⊥+Y ⊥h
[
x0−z(0)h (x0, Z)
]
,
X⊥(0)h (x
0,x) = x⊥−Y⊥h (x0−z) .
(27)
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The above functions fulfill in particular the following relations:
∂0Z
(0)
h = −uz(0)h , ∂zZ(0)h = γ(0)h , ∂Zz(0)h = 1/γ˜h(0), ∂Zx⊥(0)h = −β˜⊥(0)h . (28)
Proof Solving the functional equations
x0 − z = Ξ−1h
(
x0 − Z) ⇔ x0 − Z = Ξh(x0 − z) (29)
resp. with respect to z, Z we find the functions (27)1,2, which are the inverses of each other
for each fixed x0. Consider now the equation
x−X = Yh(x0−z). (30)
The z-component is equivalent to (29)2, by the equality Ξh(ξ)=ξ+Y
3
h (ξ), so it is satisfied by
(27)1,2. Solving the transverse components resp. with respect to x,X we resp. find (27)3,4.
which are clearly the inverse of each other for any fixed x0. Moreover x0≤z implies x=X,
because Yh(ξ)=0 for ξ≤0. Deriving(27)1 with respect to x0 (holding Z fixed) we find with
the help of (23)6,
∂0z
(0)
h (x
0, Z) = 1− 1
γ(0)h [Ξ
−1
h (x
0−Z)] = β
z(0)
h [Ξ
−1
h
(
x0−Z)] = βz(0)h [x0−z(0)h (x0, Z)] = β˜z(0)h (x0, Z)
(31)
i.e. the z-component of (8) with the choice uh=u
(0)
h . Deriving both sides of (30) with respect
to x0 (holding X fixed) we find, by the identity Yh
′=u(0)h , eq. (31) and (23)6
∂0x
(0)
h = Yh
′[x0−z(0)h (x0, Z)]
[
1−∂0z(0)h (Z, x0)
]
=
u(0)h
γ(0)h
[x0−z(0)h (x0, Z)] = β˜(0)h (Z, x0),
i.e. x(0)h (Z, x
0) fulfills all components of eq. (8) with the choice uh = u
(0)
h , as claimed.
Deriving (27)2 with respect to resp. x
0, z (holding the other variable fixed) we immediately
find (28)1,2. We find (28)3 deriving (27)1 with respect to Z (holding x
0 fixed):
∂Zz
(0)
h (x
0, Z) = − 1
γ
(0)
h [Ξ
−1
h (x
0−Z)] =
1
γ
(0)
h [x
0−z(0)h (x0,Z)]
.
We find (28)4 deriving (27)3 with respect to Z (holding x
0 fixed) and using (28)3:
−∂Zx⊥(0)h (x0,X) = u⊥(0)h
[
x0−z(0)h (x0,Z)
]
∂Zz
(0)
h (x
0,Z) =
u
⊥(0)
h
γ
(0)
h
[
x0−z(0)h (x0,Z)
]
= β˜⊥(0)h (x
0,Z). uunionsq
Remarks 2. In Proposition 1 the only functions not given explicitly are the Ξ−1h ;
however, their graphs are obtained from those of the Ξh just interchanging dependent and
independent variable. If α⊥ has an upper bound, then also the γ(0)h defined by (23)6 has
one γ(0)hM ; by (28)2 Jh = ∂zZ
(0)
h ∈ [1, γ(0)hM ] for all x, guaranteeing that the rquirement of
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global invertibility of X (0)h (x
0, ·) : x 7→X is fulfilled.2 Up to multiplication by c rhs(29)1 is
nothing but the proper time lapse τh(x
0, Z) of the fluid element initially located in z=Z from
the time Z/c when it is reached by the EM wave to time x0/c. In fact changing integration
variable x0′ 7→ y :=Ξ−1h (x0′−Z),
c τh(x
0, Z)=
x0∫
Z
dx0′
γ˜(0)h (x
0′,Z)
=
x0∫
Z
dx0′
γ(0)h [x
0′−z(0)h (x0′,Z)]
=
x0∫
Z
dx0′
γ(0)h [Ξ
−1
h (x
0′−Z)] =
Ξ−1h (x
0−Z)∫
0
dy=Ξ−1h
(
x0−Z) .
Another way to prove (27)1 is to note that, as γ˜h−u˜zh=∂(x0−z(0)h )/∂(cτh), then γ˜h∂0(γ˜h−u˜zh)=0
amounts to ∂2(x0−z(0)h )/∂(cτh)2 =0, what implies that x0−z(0)h is a first degree polynomial
in cτh, more precisely x
0−z(0)h =cτh by the assigned initial conditions.
From (27) it follows that the longitudinal displacement of the h-th type of particles with
respect to their initial position X at time x0 is
∆z(0)h (x
0,Z) := z(0)h (x
0,Z)−Z = Y 3h
[
Ξ−1h
(
x0−Z)] . (32)
By (22) the evolution ofA⊥ amounts to a translation of the graph ofα⊥. Its value αˇ⊥ :=α⊥(ξˇ)
at some point ξˇ reachs the particles initially located in Z at the time xˇ0h(ξˇ, Z) such that
xˇ0h−ξˇ = z(0)h (xˇ0,Z)
(27)1
= xˇ0h−Ξ−1h
[
xˇ0h−Z
] ⇔ xˇ0h(ξˇ, Z)=Ξh(ξˇ)+Z, (33)
in the position z(0)h (xˇ
0, Z) = Ξh(ξˇ)+Z− ξˇ = Y 3h (ξˇ)+Z. The corresponding displacement of
these particles is independent of Z and equal to
ζh = ∆z
(0)
h
[
xˇ0h(ξˇ, Z), Z
]
= Y 3h (ξˇ). (34)
Replacing (28) in (19) one obtains as lowest order non-zero densities
n(0)h (x
0, z) = n˜h0
[
z−Y 3h (x0−z)
]
γ(0)h (x
0−z). (35)
As said, (27) gives also the motion of a single test particle of charge qh and mass mh with
position X and velocity 0 at sufficiently early time, i.e. before the EM wave arrives; one just
ignores that the test particle can be thought of as a constituent of a (zero density) fluid. By a
suitable Poincare´ transformation one can obtain the solution xh(x
0) of the Cauchy problem
consisting of the relativistic equation of motion of a charged test particle under the action
of an arbitrary free transverse plane EM travelling-wave E⊥(x) = ⊥(x0−x · e) B⊥ = e∧E⊥
2That in a generic plasma this is not always the case can be seen e.g. in [23].
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(e is the unit vector of the direction of propagation of the wave, and we no longer require
E⊥,B⊥ to vanish for x0−x · e<0) with arbitrary initial conditions xh(0)=x0, dxhdx0 (0)=β0.3
Bibliographical note. Notably, (23), (27), together with their just mentioned gener-
alization to initial conditions β0 6=0, agree with the parametric equations of motion of a test
particle obtained by resolution of its Hamilton-Jacobi equation [2, 3, 4]4.
3 Integral equations for plane waves
In this section we reformulate the PDE’s (8), (14-18) with (10) as integral equations.
Let N˜h(Z) be a primitive function of n˜h0(Z): N˜h(Z) :=
∫ Z
dZ ′n˜h0(Z ′); N˜h is defined
up to an additive constant. Setting Nh(x
0, z) :=N˜h[Zh(x
0, z)], by (19-20) one easily shows5
∂zNh(x
0, z)=nh(x
0, z), ∂0Nh(x
0, z)=−(nhβzh)(x0, z). (36)
By (36)1 Nh(x
0, z) is a primitive of nh(x
0,z) at fixed x0. There follows
Proposition 2 For any Z¯∈R eq. (14-15), (10) are solved by
Ez(x0, z) = 4pi
k∑
h=1
qhN˜h[Zh(x
0, z)], N˜h(Z) :=
∫ Z
Z¯
dZ ′ n˜h0(Z ′); (37)
the neutrality condition (10)3 implies
k∑
h=1
qhN˜h(Z) ≡ 0.
Formula (37) gives the solution of (14-15) explicitly in terms of the initial densities, up to
determination of the functions Zh(x
0, z).
3One first finds the boost B from the initial reference frame F to a new one F ′ where β′0=0 (this maps
the transverse plane electromagnetic wave into a new one), then a rotation R to a reference frame F ′′ where
the plane wave propagates in the positive z-direction, finally the translation T to the reference frame F
where also x0 = 0. Naming x
µ the spacetime coordinates and Aµ, Fµν , ... the fields with respect to F , it
is
dxh
dx0 (0) = 0, xh(0) = 0, and E
⊥(x) = ⊥(x0−z), B⊥ = zˆ∧E⊥. Since the part of the EM which is already
at the right of the particle at x0 = 0 will not come in contact with the particle nor affect its motion, the
solution xh(x
0) of the Cauchy problem with respect to F does not change if we replace ⊥(x0−z) by the
‘cut’ counterpart ⊥θ(x
0−z) := ⊥(x0−z) θ(x0−z) (θ stands for the Heaviside step function).Clearly ⊥θ (ξ)
and α⊥θ(ξ) :=
∫ ξ
0
dξ′ ⊥θ(ξ
′) fulfill ⊥θ (ξ) =α
⊥
θ(ξ) = 0 if ξ ≤ 0; therefore, denoting as u(0)hθ (ξ),x(0)hθ (x0,X), ... the
functions of the previous section obtained choosing α⊥(ξ) ≡ α⊥θ(ξ), we find xh(x0)=x(0)hθ (x0,0). The solution
in F is finally obtained applying the inverse Poincare´ transformation P−1 to xh(x0).
4 We thank the referees for pointing out such references. Formulae (2) of p. 128 in [2] are parametric
equations (with parameter ξ) of the motion after a choice of the space-time origin such that xh(0)=0, but
with arbitrary β0; in the case β0 =0 (corresponding to f =0, γ= 1 in the notation of [2]) these equations
amount (in our notation) to the system of parametric equations x=Y (ξ), ξ=x0−z, equivalent to (30) with
X=0. In the literature we have found no analog of (27), which solve (30) in terms of the function Ξh and
its inverse, and of (28); in fact, both find their natural context in the framework of fluid (plasma) physics.
5For instance, ∂zNh(x
0, z)=(∂ZN˜h)[Zh(x
0, z)] ∂zZh= n˜h0[Zh(x
0, z)] ∂zZh=nh0(x
0, z) ∂zZh=nh(x
0, z).
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We recall that the Green function of the d’Alembertian ∂20 −∂2z = 4∂+∂− is 1/2 the
characteristic function of the causal cone T :={x | x0> |z|}, i.e.
G(x0, z) =
1
2
θ(ξ)θ(ξ−) =
1
2
θ(x0−z)θ(x0+z) = 1
2
θ(x0−|z|), (38)
where ξ− := x
0+z, ∂− := ∂/∂ξ− =
1
2
(∂0 +∂z), θ is the Heaviside step function, so that the
general solution y of an equation of the form (∂20−∂2z )y(x0, z) = w(x0, z) for x0 ≥ X0 is
y(x0, z) = yf (x
0, z) +
∞∫
X0
dx0′
∞∫
−∞
dz′G
(
x0−x0′, z−z′
)
w
(
x0′,z′
)
= yf (x
0, z) +
1
2
∫
Dx
d2x′w
(
x0
′
, z′
)
x0 ≥ X0, (39)
where yf (x
0, z) = y+(x
0−z) + y−(x0+z), with arbitrary functions y+(ξ), y−(ξ−), and
DX0,x :={x′ |X0≤x0′≤x0, |z−z′|≤x0−x0′} = {x′ | 2X0≤ξ′+ξ′−, ξ′≤ξ, ξ′−≤ξ−}, (40)
is the isosceles triangle shown in fig. 1; if w(x0, z) vanishes at early times (or as x0 → −∞)
then (39) holds also with X0 = −∞. The freedom in the choice of the “pump” yf amounts
to the freedom in the assignment of the initial (or asymptotic) conditions.
Figure 1:
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In the sequel we abbreviate
εzh :=
−qhEz
mhc2
, Q := 2pi
c2
k∑
h=1
q2hnh
mhγh
, ⇒ QA⊥ = −2pi
k∑
h=1
qhnhβ
⊥
h ; (41)
Q is the sum of the squared plasma frequencies of all species of particles, divided by 2c2.
Henceforth we assume that nh(0, z)=0 for z<0. Then by (10) for x
0≤ 0 the EM wave
is free and A⊥ is of the form A⊥(x0, z) ≡ α⊥(x0−z), with α⊥(ξ) = 0 for ξ≤ 0, and we may
choose X0 = 0 in (39) [hence n˜h0(Z)≡ nh(0,Z)]. Let Dx =D0,x; by (39), eq. (16) equipped
with such an initial condition is equivalent to the integral equation in the unknown A⊥
A⊥(x0, z)−α⊥(x0−z) = −
∫
Dx
d2x′ [QA⊥](x′) =
x0∫
0
dx0′
x0−x0′+z∫
x0′−x0+z
dz′
[
2pi
k∑
h=1
qhnhβ
⊥
h
]
(x0
′
, z′); (42)
Let sh := γh−uzh; this is positive-definite. In the Lagrangian description (24) reads
γ˜h∂0s˜h = s˜hε˜
z
h+ ∂˜−u
⊥
h
2; the Cauchy problem with initial condition s˜h0≡ 1 is equivalent6 to
the integral equation
s˜h := γ˜h−u˜zh = e
x0∫
0
dx0′
ε˜zh
γ˜h
(x0′,Z)
+
x0∫
0
dx0′ e
x0∫
x0′
dx0′′
ε˜zh
γ˜h
(x0′′,Z)
[
∂˜−u⊥h 2
γ˜h
]
(x0′, Z). (43)
It is straightforward to show that uzh, γh,β
⊥
h , β
z
h are recovered from sh,u
⊥
h through the for-
mulae
γh=
1+u⊥h
2+s2h
2sh
, β⊥h =
u⊥h
γh
=
2shu
⊥
h
1+u⊥2h +s
2
h
,
uzh=
1+u⊥h
2−s2h
2sh
, βzh=
uzh
γh
=
1+u⊥2h −s2h
1+u⊥2h +s
2
h
.
(44)
The Cauchy problem (8) with initial condition xh(0,X) =X is equivalent to the integral
equations
zh(x
0, Z) = Z+
x0∫
0
dx0′ βzh[x
0′,zh(x0′,Z)], x⊥h (x
0,X) = X⊥+
x0∫
0
dx0′ β⊥h [x
0′,zh(x0′,Z)] (45)
Summing up, we have shown that making use of (13), (19), (37), (44) the determination
of the evolution of the system is reduced to solving the system of integral equations (42), (43)
and (45)1 in the unknowns A
⊥, sh, zh [note that, once this is solved, (45)2 becomes known].
6Given ε˜zh, σ˜h(x
0, Z) := e
x0∫
0
dx0′ε˜zh(x
0′,Z)
fulfills the homogenous equation ∂0σ˜h = σ˜hε˜
z
h. Looking for s˜h in
the form s˜h = σ˜hf˜h one finds that it must be ∂0f˜h =
∂˜−u⊥h
2
σ˜hγ˜h
; integrating over [0, x0] and imposing the initial
condition one finds fh, which replaced in the Ansatz s˜h = σ˜hf˜h gives (43).
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4 Impact of a short pulse on a step-density plasma
In the present section we assume in addition that n˜h0(Z) are zero for Z<0 and constant for
Z>0: n˜e0(Z)=n0θ(Z), etc, as depicted in fig. 2-left. Moreover, we are interested in studying
the equations for so small x0 (small times after the beginning of the interaction) that the
motion of ions can be neglected. Hence we consider ions as infinitely massive, so that they
remain at rest [Zh(x
0,z)≡z for h 6=e], have constant densities, and their contribution to QA⊥
disappears; only electrons contribute: QA⊥=−2pieneβ⊥e . Choosing Z¯=0 in (37) we find
Ez(x0, z) = 4pi
k∑
h=1
qhN˜h[Zh(x
0, z)] = 4pien0
{
z θ(z)−Ze(x0, z) θ[Ze(x0, z)]
}
. (46)
If z, Z > 0 this implies the well-known result (see e.g. [23, 24]) that at x0 the electric field
acting on the electrons initally located in Z is E˜z(x0, Z)=4pien0∆ze(x
0, Z), i.e. proportional
to the displacement ∆ze(x
0, Z) := ze(x
0, Z)−Z with respect to their initial position. The
system of integral equations (42), (43), (45)1 to be solved takes the form
u⊥e (x
0, z)− u⊥(0)e (x0−z) = −
2pie2
mec2
∫
Dx
d2x′ [neβ⊥e ](x
′)
s˜e = e
r˜e+
x0∫
0
dx0′
[
e−r˜e
∂˜−u⊥2e
γ˜e
]
(x0′, Z), (47)
∆ze(x
0, Z) := ze(x
0, Z)− Z =
x0∫
0
dx0′ β˜ze(x
0′, Z)
(Z ≥ 0), where βe is related to the unknowns u⊥e , se, ze by (44) and, because of (19), (46)
ne=n0 θ[Ze] ∂zZe, r˜e(x
0,Z) :=
x0∫
0
dx0′
ε˜ze
γ˜e
(x0′,Z)=4K
x0∫
Z
dx0′
zeθ[ze]−Zθ(Z)
γ˜e
(x0′,Z), (48)
where K := pie
2n0
mec2
(K is the square of the equilibrium plasma frequency, divided by 4c2). As
neβ
⊥
e ∝neA⊥=0 outside T , one can replace Dx by Dx ∩ T in (47)1.
For n0 =0 the solution of (47) is (u
⊥
e , s˜e, ze) = (u
⊥(0)
e , 1, z
(0)
e ). For n0>0 we can approximate
better and better the solution by an iterative procedure: replacing the approximation after
k steps [which we will distinguish by the superscript (k)] at the rhs of (47) we will obtain
at the left-hand side (lhs) the approximation after k+1 steps [5]. Here we stick to the first
step (k=0),
u⊥(1)e (x
0, z)− u⊥(0)e (x0−z) = −
2pie2
mec2
∫
Dx
d2x′ [n(0)e β
⊥(0)
e ](x
′)
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s˜(1)e = e
r˜
(0)
e +
x0∫
0
dx0′
e−r˜(0)e ˜∂−u⊥(0)2e
γ˜(0)e
(x0′, Z) = er˜(0)e , (49)
∆z(1)e (x
0, Z) := z(1)e (x
0, Z)− Z =
x0∫
0
dx0′ β˜z(1)e (x
0′, Z),
and investigate for how long (u⊥(1)e , s˜
⊥(1)
e , z
(1)
e ) remains “close” to (u
⊥(0)
e , 1, z
(0)
e ). In (49) the
tilde is to be understood as the change from the Eulerian to the Lagrangian description
performed approximating xe by x
(0)
e , and in the second line we have used ∂−u
⊥(0)2
e = 0. The
electron density obtained approximating ze by z
(0)
e , i.e. replacing (28) in (48)1 or equivalently
n˜e0(Z)=n0θ(Z) in (35), is
n(0)e (x
0, z) = n0 θ
[
z−Y 3e (x0−z)
]
γ(0)e (x
0−z). (50)
In the appendix we prove that for Z ≥ 0 we can give r˜(0)e the more explicit form
r˜(0)e (x
0, Z) = 4K V 3e
[
Ξ−1e (x
0−Z)] , where V 3e (ξ) := ∫ ξ
0
dy Y 3e (y). (51)
As Y 3e (ξ) is strictly increasing, V
3
e (ξ), r
(0)
e (ξ) are not only strictly increasing, but also convex
in all ]0, l[. This implies V 3e (ξ)/Y
3
e (ξ)<ξ/2 at least.
Now assume that E⊥(x0, z) = ⊥(x0− z) with ⊥(ξ) = s(ξ)⊥o (ξ), where the envelope
amplitude s(ξ)≥0 has a finite support [0, l] (as depicted in fig. 2-left) and slowly varies on
the scale λ l, and ⊥o (ξ) is a sinusoidally oscillating transverse vector with period λ :=2pi/k.
For the sake of definiteness, we shall consider
⊥o (ξ)= xˆ cos kξ, 
⊥
p (ξ)= xˆ sin kξ (linear polarization), or
⊥o (ξ)= xˆ cos kξ+yˆ sin kξ, 
⊥
p (ξ)= xˆ sin kξ−yˆ cos kξ (circular polarization).
(52)
Then α⊥(ξ) ' 1
k
s
⊥
p (ξ), and, setting w :=
e
kmc2
s, u
⊥(0)
e (ξ) ' w(ξ)⊥p (ξ), Ye⊥(ξ) '
− 1
k
w(ξ)⊥o (ξ), u
z(0)
e (ξ)' 12w2(ξ)⊥2p (ξ). Denoting the first (possibly unique) maximum point
of α⊥2 as ξ0, in the appendix we give the rhs(49)1 the more explicit expression (72) and
prove for 0≤ξ≤ξ0 and either polarization the inequality
|A⊥(1)(ξ, ξ−)−α⊥(ξ)|
s(ξ)/k
=
|u⊥(1)e (ξ, ξ−)−u⊥(0)e (ξ)|
w(ξ)
≤ Kλξ−
2pi
. (53)
The lhs is the difference between u⊥(1)e ,u
⊥(0)
e (or, equivalently, the difference betweenA
⊥(1),α⊥)
normalized by their modulating envelope amplitude; if the polarization is circular then
|⊥p | = 1, and the lhs is exactly the modulus of the relative difference between u⊥(1)e ,u⊥(0)e
(or, equivalently, A⊥(1),α⊥). If ξ− 2piKλ then lhs≤rhs1. So we can approximate
u⊥e 'u⊥(1)e 'u⊥(0)e in the space-time region 0≤ξ≤ξ0, 0≤ξ−
2pi
Kλ
. (54)
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Consequently and by (44), in the region (54) we find by some computation
βz(1)e =
1+u⊥(1)2e −s(1)2e
1+u⊥(1)2e +s
(1)2
e
' 1+u
⊥(0)2
e −e2r
(0)
e
1+u⊥(0)2e +e2r
(0)
e
=
2(1+2uz(0)e )
1+2uz(0)e +e2r
(0)
e
−1, (55)
∆z(1)e (x
0,Z) =
x0∫
Z
dx0′ β˜z(1)e (x
0′,Z) '
Ξ−1e (x0−Z)∫
0
dy [γ(0)e β
z(1)
e ](y), (56)
0 ≤ [z(0)e −z(1)e ](x0,Z) ' G[Ξ−1e (x0−Z)], G(ξ) :=
ξ∫
0
dy g(y), g :=
(1+2uz(0)e )
(
e2r
(0)
e −1
)
1+2uz(0)e +e2r
(0)
e
, (57)
0 ≤ ∆z
(0)
e −∆z(1)e
∆z(0)e
(x0,Z) =
z(0)e (x
0,Z)−z(1)e (x0,Z)
z(0)e (x0,Z)−Z ' T [Ξ
−1
e (x
0−Z)], T := G
Y 3e
. (58)
By (58), T [Ξ−1e (x
0−Z)] gives the relative difference between the displacement ∆ze in the
zero-density and in the first corrected approximation. Hence the approximation ze(x
0,Z)'
z(1)e (x
0,Z)'z(0)e (x0,Z) may be good only as long as T [Ξ−1e (x0−Z)]1. By (33), the maximum
α⊥(ξ0) reaches the electrons initially located in Z at the time x¯
0(Z) = Ξe(ξ0)+Z; therefore
the approximation ze(x
0,Z)' z(0)e (x0,Z) may be good for all x0≤ x¯0(Z) if
T (ξ) 1 0 ≤ ξ ≤ ξ0, 2Y 3e (ξ0)+ξ0+2Z 
2pi
Kλ
. (59)
The condition at the right guarantees that (54) is fulfilled, since x¯0+z(0)e (x¯
0, Z) = 2Y 3e (ξ0)+
ξ0 +2Z. In [0, ξ0] g(ξ) is strictly increasing
7, hence G(ξ) is strictly increasing and convex.
Moreover, as ξ→0 g(ξ)'2r(0)e (ξ), whence G(ξ)<g(ξ)ξ/2.4KξV 3e (ξ)< 2Kξ2Y 3e (ξ) at least,
and we find not only g(0) =G(0) = 0, but also T (0) = 0, as expected. In fig. 3 we plot T (ξ)
for a gaussian pulse and several values of K; it is a strictly increasing, convex function.
If (59) is fulfilled then by (34) the displacement at time x¯0 of the electrons initially located
at Z = Z is independent of Z and approximately equal to
ζ(Z) ' Y 3e (ξ0) =
1
2
ξ0u
⊥2
em =
ξ0∫
0
dξ uz(0)e (ξ) =
ξ0∫
0
dξ
p
2
w2(ξ), p=
{
1 circ. pol.
1
2
lin. pol.;
(60)
here p' 1/2 for linear polarization comes from the mean of sin2kξ over a period λ, and
u⊥2em stands for the mean of u
⊥2
e over [0, ξ0] (if w is symmetric around a unique maximum at
ξ0 = l/2, the latter coincides with the mean over all [0, l]).
7g(ξ) is strictly increasing as it can be put in the following form, where the numerator is a strictly
increasing function and the denominator the sum of a strictly decreasing function and a decreasing function
in [0, ξ0]:
g(ξ)=
1−e−2r(0)e (ξ)
e−2r
(0)
e (ξ)+ 1
1+2u
z(0)
e (ξ)
.
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By (55), the monotonicity of r(0)e and the fact that u
z(0)
e (ξ)∝w2(ξ)→0 as ξ→ l, there
exists (at least) a point in ]ξ0, l] where β
z(1)
e vanishes; let ξ1 be the first one. Namely, in the
first corrected approximation the electrons at some point invert their motion, as we expect
due to the restoring electric back-force exerted by the ions. The condition βz(1)e (ξ1) = 0
amounts to 1+2uz(0)e (ξ1) = exp[8KV
3
e (ξ1)]. Fixing ξ1, this can be solved for K (which is
physically tunable by the choice of n0):
K ≡ K(ξ1) = ln[1+2u
z(0)
e (ξ1)]
8V 3e (ξ1)
=
ln[1+pw2(ξ1)]
8V 3e (ξ1)
; (61)
Manifestly, K(ξ1) is a strictly decreasing function from K(0) = ∞ to K(l) = 0. The
displacement (60) will be approximately the maximal one if 0 < (ξ1− ξ0)/ξ0  1, while
(59) is respected. To check these conditions one can proceed by “trial and error”: choosing
ξ1 close to ξ0, computing K and checking whether (59) is fulfilled. If so, (60) is reliable for
that value, and all smaller values, of K. If not, one has to try with a larger ξ1, which will
give a smaller K and a smaller T (ξ) for ξ∈ [0, ξ0], until the maximum T (ξ) [tipically, T (ξ0)]
is small enough.
4.1 The slingshot effect
The basic formula (60) for the displacement is used in [1] to predict and estimate the slingshot
effect, i.e. the expulsion in the negative z-direction of the plasma eletrons initially located
around Z=0, shortly after the impact of a suitable ultra-short and ultra-intense laser pulse
in the form of a pancake normally onto a plasma. The mechanism is very simple: the plasma
electrons in a thin layer - just beyond the surface of the plasma - first are given sufficient
electric potential energy by the displacement (60) with respect to the ions, then after the
pulse are pulled back by the longitudinal electric force exerted by the latter and may leave
the plasma. Sufficient conditions for this to happen are that the pancake is sufficiently thin
(R l), its radius R is not too small (R&ζ), the EM field inside is sufficiently intense, and
the electron density n0 is sufficiently low. R l guarantees that the plane wave solutions
considered in the previous sections are sufficiently accurate in the plasma, especially in the
forward boost phase, in the internal part of a cylinder of radius R. R&ζ avoids that the way
out of the mentioned thin layer of electrons within such a cylinder is blocked by the electrons
initially located just outside the cylindrical surface (which are attracted and move towards
the cylinder axis). The high intensity of the EM field and the sufficiently low plasma density
are needed for the longitudinal electric force to induce the back-acceleration of the electrons
after the pulse maximum has overcome them, in phase with the negative ponderomotive force
exerted by the pulse in its decreasing stage. Actually we impose the stronger condition that
n0 is sufficiently low in order that (59) is fulfilled, and the estimate (60) of the displacement
at lowest order is reliable. As a result, the final energy of the electrons initially located at
Z=0 after the expulsion is [1]
H = mc2γeM , γeM ' 1 + 2Kζ2. (62)
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Figure 2:
The EM energy carried by the pulse within the pancake cylinder V of radius R is
E =
∫
V
dV
E⊥2+B⊥2
8pi
'R
2
4
∫ l
0
dξE⊥2' (piR)
2
λ2
∫ l
0
dξA⊥2' (mc
2piR)2
(eλ)2
∫ l
0
dξ pw2 =
2(mc2piR)2
(eλ)2
Y 3e (l)
(63)
Assuming for simplicity that the modulating amplitude w is symmetric around ξ0 = l/2, it
follows Y 3e (l) = 2Y
3
e (ξ0). Requiring R=νζ (with some number ν∼1) we find by (60)
νζ=R=
[
νE(eλ)2
4(pimc2)2
] 1
3
. (64)
We consider two prototype modulating amplitudes with a unique maximum in ξ0 = l/2,
and symmetric with respect to ξ0, namely a gaussian and a fourth degree polynomial with
the same maximum point ξ0, multiplied by the characteristic functions resp. of [0, l] and of[
l−lp
2
, l+lp
2
]
(with lp≤ l the length of the support of wp):
wg(ξ)=ag exp
[
− (ξ−ξ0)2
2σ
]
θ
[
1
4
−(ξ
l
− 1
2
)2]
, wp(ξ)=ap
[
1
4
−
(
ξ−ξ0
lp
)2]2
θ
[
1
4
−
(
ξ−ξ0
lp
)2]
. (65)
Let l′g, l
′
p be the widths at half height of w
2
g , w
2
p. We adjust the parameters ap, ag, lp, σ so that
l′g = l
′
p and the pulses corresponding to wg, wp have the same energy (63), i.e.
∫∞
−∞dξ w
2
p =∫∞
−∞dξ w
2
g ; we assume l large enough (say l ≥ 3
√
σ ) for the integral of w2g to be practically
equal to its value for l=∞. By straightforward computations in the appendix we show that
these two conditions amount to:
2Y 3e (ξ0) = Y
3
e (l) =
p
1260
a2plp '
p
2
a2g
√
piσ, 0.4lp' l′p= l′g=2
√
σ ln 2. (66)
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Consequently, and by (63-64),
Y 3e (ξ0)=ζ=
[ E(eλ)2
4(νpimc2)2
] 1
3 σ=
l′g2
4 ln 2
, a2g=
4
p
√
piσ
Y 3e (ξ0)=
8
√
ln 2
p
√
pil′g
[
E(eλ)2
4(νpimc2)2
] 1
3
,
lp' 5l
′
g
2
, a2p=
1008
pl′g
Y 3e (ξ0)=
1008
pl′g
[
E(eλ)2
4(νpimc2)2
] 1
3
.
(67)
The laser machine at the Flame facility in Frascati can shoot [26, 27] linearly polarized
pulses (p=1/2) with λ'8×10−5cm, energy E=5×107erg, an approximately gaussian
longitudinal modulating amplitude with width at half height l′'7.5×10−4cm, and a radius
R which can be tuned by focalization in the range 10−4÷ 1 cm . Imposing l′g= l′p= l′, these
data and formulae (63-67) respectively yield for ν=1, 2
ν=1 : Y 3e (ξ0)=ζ=1.4×10−3cm,
σ'2×10−7cm2, ag'3.75,
lp'1.875×10−3cm, ap'61.5.
(68)
ν=2 : Y 3e (ξ0)=ζ'8.8×10−4cm,
σ'2×10−7cm2, ag'2.98,
lp'1.875×10−3cm, ap'48.8.
(69)
A plasma with n0 ≥ 1017cm−3 is obtained by ionization from an ultracold gas (typically,
helium) jet in a vacuum chamber hit by such an energetic laser pulse as soon as Γi < 1.
Here Γi :=
√
Ui/κ=
√
2Ui/mc2u⊥2e '
√
2Ui/mc2pw2(ξ) (κ≡kinetic energy) are the Keldysh
parameters (the ionization potentials Ui are about 24eV, 54eV for first and second ionization
respectively). We define the l of (65) as the length of the z-interval where the Keldysh
parameter of first ionization corresponding to the gaussian pulse fulfills Γi ≤ 1; from 1 =
Γ2i = 4Ui/mc
2w2g(0) = 4Ui/mc
2a2g exp[−l2/4σ] we find for either value of ν l' 3×10−3cm,
whence ξ0 ' 1.5×10−3cm. The ionization is practically complete and immediate [25, 26]
because the Keldysh parameter for double ionization reaches values Γi<1/100 very fast.
In the case ν = 1, choosing e.g. ξ1−ξ0 = lp/20 ' l′g/8 ' 0.06ξ0 and computing (61)
numerically (we have used the software Mathematica), one finds 4l′g
2Kg(ξ1)'ξ20Kg(ξ1) ' 2,
4l′p
2Kp(ξ1)'ξ20Kp(ξ1)'2.2, which by (53)corresponds to n0'1÷ 1.1× 1018cm−3.
In fig. 3 we plot wg(ξ) (blue line) and wp(ξ) (purple line) together with the corresponding
uz(0)e , Y
3
e , V
3
e , β
z(1)
e , g, G, T for circular polarization (p = 1) and ν = 1, ag = 3.75, ap = 61.5,
2ξ0 = l = 3× 10−3cm, Kξ20 = 2. As manifest from these plots, the polynomial and the
gaussian modulating amplitude with the same energy and width at half height do not lead
to significant differences. As one can see from comparison of the graphs, the tiny tail of the
gaussian outside the support of wp has a not completely negligible effects, because it leads to
a relative error Tg(ξ0)'0.2 instead of Tp(ξ0)'0.16. However, as both Tg(ξ0), Tp(ξ0)1 we
can consider (59) with such a K fulfilled and the above calculations leading to (60) reliable.
By (62), this leads to the slingshot effect with expulsion of the surface electrons with a final
energy H'2.3MeV .
In the case ν = 2, choosing ξ1−ξ0' 0.19l′g ' 0.094ξ0 and computing (61) numerically,
one finds l′g
2Kg(ξ1)'0.32, which by (53) corresponds to n0'7× 1017cm−3. This leads to
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relative errors Tg(ξ0)'0.22, Tp(ξ0)'0.18. Again, as both Tg(ξ0), Tp(ξ0)1 we can consider
(59) with such a K fulfilled and the above calculations leading to (60) reliable. By (62),
this leads to the slingshot effect with expulsion of the surface electrons with a final energy
H'0.96MeV .
Acknowledgments. It is a pleasure to thank R. Fedele and U. De Angelis for stim-
ulating discussions and constant encouragement. I also acknowledge useful suggestions on
the use of Mathematica by S. De Nicola.
5 Appendix
5.1 Proof of (51). We use (48), (27), the inequality z(0)e (x
0,Z)>0 for all x0>Z, change
integration variable s 7→y :=s−z(0)e (s,Z)=Ξ−1e (s−Z) and abbreviate ξˆ(x0,Z) :=Ξ−1e (x0−Z):
r˜
(0)
e (x
0,Z)
4K
=
x0∫
Z
ds z
(0)
e θ[z
(0)
e ]−Z
γ˜
(0)
e
(s,Z)=
x0∫
Z
ds z
(0)
e (s,Z)−Z
γ
(0)
e [s−z(0)e (s,Z)]
=
x0∫
Z
ds s−Z−Ξ
−1
e (s−Z)
γ
(0)
e [Ξ
−1
e (s−Z)]
=
ξˆ∫
0
dy [Ξe(y)−y]=
ξˆ∫
0
dy Y 3e (y) = V
3
e
[
ξˆ
]
.
5.2 A more explicit expression and a upper bound for the rhs(49)1. Let x(ξ−) be
the intersection (see fig. 2 -right) in the (x0, z) plane of the trajectory (x0, z(0)e (x
0, 0)) (plot in
light orange) with the line of equation x0+z = ξ−, ξˆ(ξ, ξ
′
−) :=min{ξ, x0(ξ′−)−z(ξ′−)}. Using
(50) we find [n(0)e β
⊥(0)
e ](x
0, z)=n0θ[Z
(0)
e (x
0, z)]u(0)e (x
0−z), whence (using d2x′= 1
2
dξ′−dξ
′)
∫ ξ
0
dξ′[n(0)e β
⊥(0)
e ](ξ
′,ξ′−) =
∫ ξ
0
dξ′n0θ[Z(0)e (ξ
′,ξ′−)]u
⊥(0)
e (ξ
′) =
ξˆ(ξ,ξ′−)∫
0
dξ′n0u⊥(0)e (ξ
′)=n0Ye⊥
[
ξˆ
(
ξ,ξ′−
)]
, (70)
∫
Dx∩T
d2x′[n(0)e β
⊥(0)
e ](x
′) =
∫ ξ−
0
dξ′−
∫ ξ
0
dξ′[
n(0)e
2
β⊥(0)e ](ξ
′, ξ′−) =
n0
2
∫ ξ−
0
dξ′− Ye
⊥
[
ξˆ
(
ξ, ξ′−
)]
=: n0We
⊥(x); (71)
both integrals vanish for ξ≤0, as so does Ye⊥(ξ) = 0. Thus (49)1 becomes
u⊥(1)e −u⊥(0)e =−2KWe⊥ K=
pie2n0
mec2
(72)
Consequently, for 0≤ξ≤ξ0 and the “pump” ⊥=s⊥o with either polarization we find (53):
|u⊥(1)e −u⊥(0)e |
w
≤
∫ ξ−
0
dξ′−
K
w(ξ)
∣∣∣Ye⊥[ξˆ(ξ, ξ′−)]∣∣∣ ≤∫ ξ−
0
dξ′−
Kw
[
ξˆ
(
ξ, ξ′−
)]
kw(ξ)
≤ Kλξ−
2pi
;
the last inequality holds because w(ξ) is increasing in ]0, ξ0[, and ξˆ ≤ ξ. The inequality is
clearly valid also with the equal expression k|A⊥(1)e (ξ, ξ−)−α⊥e (ξ)|/s(ξ) at the lhs.
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5.3 Y 3e , V
3
e in closed form in the case w = wp. With the shift ξ˜ := ξ+(lp−l)/2 the
definition (65)1 takes the form wp(ξ) = w˜p(ξ˜) := ap
[
1
4
−
(
ξ˜
lp
− 1
2
)2]2
θ
[
1
4
−
(
ξ˜
lp
− 1
2
)2]
. By some
computation one finds
2
plpa2p
Y˜ 3e (ξ˜) =
∫ ξ˜/lp
0
dy y4(y−lp)4 = 1
9
ξ˜9
l9p
− 1
2
ξ˜8
l8p
+
6
7
ξ˜7
l7p
− 2
3
ξ˜6
l6p
+
1
5
ξ˜5
l5p
,
2
pl2pa
2
p
V˜ 3e (ξ˜) =
∫ ξ˜/lp
0
dy
2
plpa2p
Y 3e (y) =
1
90
ξ˜10
l10p
− 1
18
ξ˜9
l9p
+
3
28
ξ˜8
l8p
− 2
21
ξ˜7
l7p
+
1
30
ξ˜6
l6p
,
(73)
what gives at the maximum point of w˜2 Y˜ 3e (lp/2)=pa
2
plp/2520 and V˜
3
e (lp/2)= lpY˜
3
e (lp/2)63/512,
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Figure 3: The graphs of w, uz(0)e , Y
3
e , V
3
e , β
z(0)
e , β
z(1)
e , g, T for w(ξ) = wg(ξ) (blue curve) and
w(ξ) =wp(ξ) (purple curve) and Kξ
2
0 = 2, corresponding to n0 ' 1018cm−3. In either case
T (ξ) is manifestly strictly increasing, and T (ξ0)1.
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